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The problem
• SA plastics underperforming relative to peers despite 

being one of lowest cost producers of basic inputs 
required in the form of feedstock polymers

• Locally polymers charged at import parity but more than 
50% of domestic production exported lower prices 

• Cost of polymers is by far the largest cost (40-60%) and 
impact on price competitiveness

• Local polymers were 20% higher European prices, while 
main input costs lower by 25%

• Cost of feedstock in South Africa is 25% lower

• Depressed margins in sector compromises firms’

• ability to invest in up-to date equipment  vicious 
instead of virtuous cycle



Performance: Turning point in the performance of the 
plastics sector? 1994-2002 grew at 6%, 2002-2013 contracted by 
1%pa, 13000 jobs lost

Source: calculated from Quantec data
Non-commodity manufacturing: Manufacturing excluding Basic chemicals, Coke and refined petroleum products, other chemicals 
and man made fibres, basic iron and steel, basic non-ferrous metals
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High import penetration in traded subsectors, (by 
volume)

Source: DTI



Cost-competitiveness
• Raw material prices 

• Performance suggests response to input prices
• 1994-2000 SA PP prices were much lower than those in China and 

India; post-2000 SA PP prices relatively higher
• Plastics grew 6% pa from 1994-2002, under trade liberalization; 

declined thereafter
• Electricity cost and reliability

• Converters supplied by municipalities face higher prices
• Reliability of supply is key

• Cost of labour 
• Scarcity in skilled labour has led to higher costs
• Unit labour cost much more influenced by productivity than              

wage rate



Non-price competitiveness
• Small market size – low economies of scale

• Moulds are expensive – to justify a new mould, need volumes
• Mould manufacture in SA is slow and expensive

• Poor public transport infrastructure affects ability to run optimal  
shifts

• Out-dated machinery and low investment rates
• Replacing machinery more frequently means greater efficiencies, 

productivity, quality and cost savings
• Investment rates have been approx. half the SA average for light 

manufacturing
• Quality standards

• Firms complained these are not properly enforced on imports, so 
playing field not level

• Link between upgrading and improved capabilities
• Vicious and virtuous circles



Government Response



Competition case and Tribunal decision 
• The DTI concerned with IPP pricing of polymer inputs and requests 

the Competition Commission to investigate prices (2007)
• Commission refers a case alleging that Sasol Chemical Industries 

(dominant producer) was charging excessive prices for propylene 
and polypropylene (2010), following initiation in 2007 

• Tribunal Decision (2014)
• IPP in this case is the exercise of market power
• Sasol’s prices should be reflective of low costs, cost advantage must be 

passed on to downstream, particularly because of cost advantage was 
acquired through state support

• SCI’s conduct led to lost opportunities for innovation and development 
for the domestic manufacture of downstream plastic goods
• Addis producer relocated production of certain goods to China due 

to high cost of polymers –loss of local jobs 
• Remedy-SCI cannot discriminate by location of customers



History of state support and review thereof
• 1950’s:state built Sasol I in Secunda, fuel regulation changed to 

ensure profitability of Sasol
• 1970’s:state built Sasol II in Sasolburg
• 1979-83:Sasol is privatised in tranches and government made 

commitments to reduce risk for shareholders.
• 1995-Synfuel Protection  Review finds that Sasol is not transferring 

profits away from the fuel business and charges competitive prices for 
petrochemical products. Before 2002 prices were lower than IPP by:
• Polypropylene (PP) (26%), Polyvinylchloride (PVC) (13%) Low density 

Polyethylene) LDPE (3%) 

• 2007-Windfall tax task team (commissioned by Treasury) 
recommends that Sasol has to pay a windfall tax

• 2007- National Treasury foregoes reclaiming the windfall tax in 
exchange for Sasol’s commitment to expand synthetic                      
fuel production for security of supply (Project Mafutha-never built).  
Treasury refers regulatory recommendations to DME



Tribunal decision is appealed
• Competition Appeal Court Decision (2015)

• Agreed with Tribunal that the low cost of feedstock be used in price-cost 
test

• But found in favour of SCI on high return on capital, and found that the 
lower markup over economic value of less than 16% was reasonable

• Disregarded the international benchmarks
• Noted that the case raises a question of whether or not Sasol should pass 

on the low cost advantage-industrial policy question
• Constitutional Court: Dismissed CC’s application to appeal, 2015
• Case concluded after 8 years with no outcomes to the market



Options available to Government:
• Regulation

• NERSA/DOE: DOE regulates the prices of fuel, monomer feedstocks 
are produced as a by-product of the fuel production process – this 
would address issues with changing transfer prices

• Enforce existing policy lever
• Mining licence conditions: DMR Clause 8 of standard mining licence

states that pricing minerals and derivative products to be sold at 
competitive market prices, non-discriminatory prices (in effect what 
Tribunal has ordered)

• New competition case
• Sasol has increased the price of monomer feedstock and PP business 

is no longer profitable (profits taken in upstream business).
• Precedence will be indicative probability of success



Options available to Government, 
continued
• Engagement with Sasol

• Sasol has new leadership and may be open, as decision highlighted 
their low costs were relevant

• Sasol medium/long term interests to grow local demand

• Has pursued strategy of ring-fenced rebates and discounts

• Product Development rebate:to incentivise customers to innovate 
and develop new polypropylene products and applications 

• Market Development rebate: offered when customer’s existing final 
product has a new target market with no other convertor supplying 
into that market

• Import replacement rebate: offered to customers to assist to compete 
against imports of similar finished goods



Questions for discussion
1. Is there a problem with polymer pricing in South Africa? 
2. If there is a problem, how should government address the polymer  

pricing concerns?
• Make recommendations on the best approach for addressing the problem 

of input pricing in the plastics sector, support your policy choice (you can 
choose from the options provided or suggest new approaches).

3. What other interventions are required to support the industry? 
• Identify 2 action programmes, detailing the following:

• Nature of intervention

• Responsible government department 

• Expected outcomes
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